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THE ffiACTICAL APPLICATION m' CHLOROBROMOlOOHAllE TO PErROL leIRES '

by

E. H. Coleman and G. W. V. Stark

The Ministry of Supply asked the Joint Fire Research Organization
for advice on the method of applying chlorobromomethane, to petrol fires.

Experiments were made with petrol fires ranging between 11 in.
diameter and 10 ft. square and also on aircraft fires. 'Comparisons
were made with chlorobromomethane applied as plain jets, cone sprays,
and different types of flat sprays, and comparisons were also made
between chlorobromomethane and carbon tetrachloride.

Plat sprs;ys were superior to plain jets or cone sprays, and the
lateral spread of the spray was the controlling factor in the efficiency
of the nozzle, provided that the ratc'of delivery per unit of area was
above a minimum value, Hhich in thesc trials ViaS about 0·01 gal/sq ft/min

Some measurements were made of the decomposition products in the
atmosphere near to the fire.
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Introduction

Following a decision of the Air iiinistry Fire Service to use
chlorobromomethane as an auXiliary agent to foam in the heavy crash.
tender, the Ministry of Supply asked for advice on the method and rate
of application of the agent i~ relation to the size of.fire(1~th rmicll
it was expected to deal. In some earlier full-scale tests ) on the
application of chlorobromomethane to aircraft crash fires, the .agent
had been applied using a pair of propriet~J cone spray nozzles deliverine
6 gal/min each, but there was reason to believe that further study might
lead to greater economy in the use of the agent, and to greater efficienGj
of the appliance. The present report therefore describes a systematic
study of the application of chlorobrcmomethane to petrol fires in open
vessels up to 10 ft. square, and in simulated aircraft crash fires •.
During this work a detailed comparison was also made between chlorobro
momethaneand carbon tetrachloride, and some measurements were made of
the'concentrations of noxio~ gases produced.

The programme of experiments .was divided into three parts: firstly,
a preliminary small-scale investigation to decide the best way of
applying the extinguishing agent to a fire: secondly, trials with
n'<odium scale fires to discover the effect of spray pattern, drop sii'e,
and rate of application of the agent on the efficiency of extinction,
and also to compare the efficiencies of chlorobromomethane and carbon
tetrachloride: . and finally, large-scale trials, including fires .
involving aircraft, to test the performance of ·the best type of
applicator under conditions simulating those expected in the field.,

EXPERDIDIJTAL

Materials

Chlorobromomethane - The chlorobromomethane was supplied to a
lfinistry,of Supply specification (Appendix) and was stated to contain
aO'per cent chlorobromomeths.ne, the remainder being meth;ylene chloride
and meth;ylene llromide. P.revious tests made at .the Joint Fire Research I

Organization (2) had shown. that the difference in extinguishing efficienc.y
between the pure material and a grade of 70 percent purity was not of
practical significance. .

Carbon tetrachloride - The carbon tetrachloride was a technical
grade, and no measurements were made of its purity•.

Petrol - The fuel used for the small fires was a standard grade
of unleaded petrol. l!'or the purpose of these tests the combustion·
characteristics of this are not significantly different from those of
high octane fuel. The fuel used in the large-scale tests was' contaminated
petrol from Royal Air Force Stations but it was not considered that the
impurities would materially affect the results.

M3thod of test

§..ti£ - All the tests were carried out in the open air.' The s~all
scale trials were made at the Joint Fire Research Organization. This
site was unsuitable for the large-scale tests which were therefore made
at the Royal Air l!'arce Station, Kenley.

Fires - In the preliminary trials, a { in. layer of petrol waa
floated on water in cirqUlar trays, 5 in. deep, and 11, 14, and 24 in.'
diameter, with an ullage of il: in. The trays were placed on a concrete
raft. In the mediwn-scale. trials, a~' in. layer of petrol, without
\7~ter, was used in circular trays, 1 in. deep, and 24 and 48 in. .
diameter, embedded to the rim· in a sanded area about 10ft diameter•.
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The large-scale trie~s were made (a) in -;0 ft square bunds with walls
,9 in. high. The exterior waSbUilt\ to a 45 0 slope ",ith sand and clay.
They contained 25 gallons of petrol floated on water, with an ullage of
iJ in., and (b) in 10 ft square areas , covered unevenly with damp sand
surrounded by a 3 to 4 in. high' \7allL of '.let, clay; 15 gallons of ,petrol
were used. ~'or the fires' involving I aircrai't a ~pitfire, without engine

, or wheels was collapsed on to the tarmac, and tnree steel trays, each
7 i't x 3~ ft wer-e arranged under th~ forward bulkhead to give a fire
area 7 ft x 11 ft. These containedla total of 15 gallons of petrol,
and additional petrol was allowed to run down the bulkhead, at about
3 gal/min into the. centre tray durirtg the fire. 'rhe aircraf'c was

pointed into the v~nd. :, , I - ., :
Before atrt ack.ing thefrres, th~y were al.Lowed to at.t.aan maxamum

intensity. The pr'eburn times were 15 seconds in the trials at Joint
Fire Research Organization, with fifes from 11 in. to 1,8 in. ,diameter,
2.0 to 25 seconds for the 10 ft squar-e fires on water, 45 seconds for
the 10 ft square fires on sand, and 160 seconds for the aircraft fires.
All these fires Vlould have bumt at ~aximum intensity for not less than
.' mfnutes if no extinguishing agent 'had been applied.

Nozzles

1 lists the characteristics of the nozzles used in the trials.
three main types:- \

plain nozzles as used in carbon tetrachlo~ide hand extinguishers.
These have a slight constriction in the bore so that a broken
stream is projected. ,1' .'

Cone spray nozzles pr-oducfng a conical pattern of spray. The
nozzles used all gave a solid cone of spray. T;,o forms of. ,
proprietary nozzle, referred to as !~ I and HOC II, were used.
They Vlere said to have thejsame characteristics, ,but the 1ll~ II
nozzle was fitted ,¥ith a positive shut-off cock. (T~e }£c I
noazIe was used in the pre~ious trials a t Ken.Ley 1 ). Both
were set so as to deliver 6 gal/min of chlorobromomethane,
when used with a tank pres~ure of 100 Ib/in2• This gave a
pressure of 35 Ib/in2 at the nozzle. The spray was delivered
as a cone of about 600 ang~e, and, at the angle of operation,,
had a f'orwar'd bhrow of between 10 and·12 ft. and a lateral
spread of about 8 ft.

(c) Flat spray nozzles giving a. flat plate of spt'ay, produced
either by two jets impinging one on the other, .by one jet
impinging on a flat p Ia te ('I'fan spray"), or by an array of
batswing type gas bur-ner-a, The delivery rate of spray at a
given pressure was varied by fitting jets or batswing burners
of different sizes. The batswing spray applicator (Fig. 5)
consisted of an array of 3 61' 7 bats.¥ing burners arranged,
regularly on an 'arc of 1120 ! The three bumers of the small
applicator were arranged onlan arc of radius 3~ in. and the
seven of the larger applicator on arc of 7 in. radius. The
applicators were used on a 6 ft 'long boom incorporating a
fil ter and shut-off cock. \, . :

II, ,The plain impinging jets, fan,spray, and the four small cone
II spray nozzle,S, were used in the prelinfnary'inve"tigation. The fan
Iispray nozzles and the small batswing, applicator "ere used in the medium
,scale trials and the pr-opr-Let ary Icone :spr~,y nozzles and the bat.swi.ng
"applicators were used in, the large-scalLe trials.
:1
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-I Nn~%E" TABLE 1 ' ~ ffiF.SSURE

II _ _ -- - - - --.-- - rJ
,.

t' • -, Characteristics of' nozzles used in tests ,30 Lb/in. 2 60 Lb/in. 2,
"

.
:

CABroN~E CHlOROBROl4OMImiANE cARBoN Timw:m~RIDE. CHLOROBROMOMETHANE .
No. Drop Drop - , - .--- - .. , - .. , - ,

Description of size Spray pattern Delivery rate S~ pattern Del1verJ rate size Spray pattern " Delivery rate SP,raY pattenl, Delivery rate

,I I ' J IInozzles nun Lateral
nun

Lateral Total Lateral Throw~ GiU./f1;2)",aternJi Throw Area Gal/f1;2/ Total Thrm'/ .A:rae Gal/ft2/ ~'otal Thror Area Galjft2, Total
~prelid "t ft min • gal/m

spread ft f't min ;>sl/min
' spread

ft ft 2 min gal/minspread ft • ',min, gal/minft ~ ft rt ft

NOr-D]"T~ko
I

Plain jet 'J.032" dis 1 NCfr m:rE?JiJHED 0.09 HOT DF.'l'ERJ,;mill 0.10 NOT, int:l'ffi1lllI-IED
. 0.12 - 0.14--

0.052" " 1 "

"I
0.21 " ,

I
- O.?J.. " " 0.30 " " 0~34-

0.093" " 1 " " 0.36 " " 0.42 " " 0.51 ,
" 0.59

Impineing jets 1/32" 1 - NOT DEl'TIJUill-lED 0.14 NOT DEl'!1l.1m-lED 0.16 H(;T Io"'Ti:RMINED 0.20 NOT DE'+'ERMINED 0.23
dis

, ,
3/ 6J.,.~ 1 - " " 0.31 " " 0.36 " " 0.4-4 ' " " 0.51
dis.

1/16" 1 - " " , 0.57 " " 0.66 " " 0.81 " " 0.93
dd a,

Fan spray 1/32" dia. 1 0.38 1.25 1.9 1.5 0.060 : 0.09 1.25 1.9 1.5 0.067 0.10 0.47 2.0 2.1 2.9 0.04-1 0.12 2.0 2.1 2.9 0.04B 0.14
" " 2 0.38 1.25 3.0 2.5 0.072 0. 18 1.25 3.0 2.5 0.080 0.20 1.47 2.:; 3.5 6.2 0.039 0.24 2.5 3.5 6.2 0.045 0.28

3/W " 1 0.31 3.0 3.5 6.3 0.025 0. 16 3.0 3.5 6.3 0.030 0.19 0.29 2.75 J.75 8.2 O~029 0.23 2.75 3.75 8 ''') 0.032 0.26.'
" " 2 0.31 3.0 3.5 7.8 0.01.1 0.32 3.0 3.5 7.e 0;049 '0.38 0.29 3.25 4.0 8.6 0~053 0.46 3.25 4.0 8.6 6.061 0.52

1/1 '" " 1 0.25 2.75 4.0 7.9 0.039 0.32 2.75 i.,O 7.9 ,O.U47 0.37 0.21 3.2; 4.5 9.0 0.048 0.43 3.25 4.5 '1.0 0.054 0.49' b

" " 2 O. :?5 3.0 3 c 7.0 0.089 u. 61. 3.0 3.5 7.0 0.106 0.71. 0.21 3.0 4.0 8.5 0.101 0.86 3.0 4.0 6.5 0.115 , 0.98..'
3/32" " 1 0.32 3.25 Ir . 5 10.5 G.051r 0.58 3.25 1;..5 10.5 0.0(,4 0.G7 0.23 3,5 4.5 13.5 0~061 0.82 3.5 4.5 13.5 0.070 ' 0.94

" " ~ G.32, 3.25 3.5 0".0 0.11..3 1.16 3.25 .3.5 8.0 G.168 1.34 0.23 5.0 5.5 19.0 ' 0.086 1.64- 5.0 5.5 ,19.0 0.099 1.86
'/S"

e;

" 1 1.0 6.0 7.u 30.0 0.039 1.16 6;0 7.0 30.0 0.043 1.30 HOT DE-TERMINED 1.64- NoT DJ'1l'~ 1.84 ..

I
Gone 8pr&~i No. 1 1 - 1.0 2.35 '/ •5 0.037 0.055 1.0 2.35 1.5 0.042 0.063 - 1 0 2.5 1.8 0.043 0.078 1.0 ' 2~5 1.8 ,0.04-9 0.089.,

ro.. 2 1 ' - 1.0 7.0 5.0 0,01S 0.092 1.0 7.0 5.0 0.021 0.106 - 1.1, 6.5 5.6 0.023 0.13 1.4 '6.5 5~6, 0~027 0,15
t:o, 3 1 - nOT DEllJ·;!.{Ulli}D 0.21 1M' DE?FA.;l;111D:D 0.24 IlUi' DH.TrEIDIED ,0• .30 NOT DJ'1l'ERMINED 0.34- J

li'G. 4 1 - .3.6 4.7 10.0 0.039 0.39 3.6 ' 1•• 7 10.0' 0.04-5 0.45 - 3.6 ~6.5 13.8 0.01.00.55 , 3.6 il,6.5 '13.~ 0.046,' 0.64-
Proprietary 1 2,,0 8 1~12 55 0.109 6 lIthe solid angle subtended \1/l8 about 60°. 35 lb/in. was ~he nOllzle pressure C!btained "lith ~ timk preasure of' 100~2

(approx. ) I I, , ,
Batswing (No. 000) 3 ' N<.fr D]"'1'U<1>lIHED NOT m:J1:ffiMINED ) 4.5 4.0 14.6 0.012 0.18 " NOT DJ'1l'ERlUIUID ..

r'
00) .3 " " ' " " ) 5.0 4.0 17.5 0.021 0• .36 " ",

(or: 1,12° J-~o.

~~
3 " " " " ) 6.0 5.0 26 • .3 0.021 0.54- " "

"

n:' }~ .i!\ 1'40 • .3 " " " "
~

6.0 4.0 20.1 0.034- 0.69 " n

." ... "'"
.3 " " II " 6.0 5.0 26.3 0.033 0.87 " "r::ircle 10.0,

Iexcept no" 4) 3 0.1/0.29.0 4.9 38.0 0.021, 0.90 9.0 4.9 38.0 0.027 r· 0 1 O. '/0.2 10.0 5.5 47.9 6.026 1.26 10.0 5.5 ,47.9, 0.029 1.41
where ~liO. 7) 3 - " - !IOT D]"TEi{).1ll1ED NOT DEl'l'.."UIDlED
shown No. OOO)~ 3

,i
"

11.0 6.0 57.0 0.031 1. n NOT DE:l'£ml:I:NED- - " II " 6.0 .3.0 14.7
(No. 000)'" ) 0.012 0.18 .. "I)l~i ~'.!,,_ 7 - , - " " " II 6.0 .3.0 14.7 0.029 ' 0.42 II, n- ' '

4- i/o. 4) ,. " )v:i Be) 7 - - " " I7) " " ) 1'6.0 8.0 12.2 0.028 .3.41 .. II.3 ne, - " -
No. 7 I'

7 " " I
I! . )" 16.0 8.0 12.2 0.G,34 4.1.3 II II

I

- -.-.
~i nozzles spaced symmetrically on 112° of 7 in. radius circle.'
~ I' II » »1." II « "._- - ---- --- -- -

~,R.,152.
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Application of agent - With the smaller fires in order to avoid
the effect of variation in the competence of operators, it was decided
to use a machine to apply the agent. The machine projected the agent
downwards at an angle of about 100 to the horimntal and oscillated ,
with a horizontal sweep of 600 and 100 vertical sweep. The mean line

,of projedion was along the wind direction at the start of the test.
As the tests were made in the open, the \(ind was not, steady, end the
inability of the machine to orient itself ,lith the wind introduced
variations about three times greater than those due to the competence
of different operators. ' Once the technique of application hc..d been
learned the difference between operators largelY,disappeared.

The tests were therefore made with three operators, using manually
controlled appliances, and the fires were attacked with the ,lind. '

Characteristics of nozzles - The spray pattern, i. e. the ef'f'ectLve
area covered by the spray prOduced by the nozzles was estimated by
projecting dyed agent for about 3 seconds on to a sheet of absorbent
",aterial, and measuring the area completely covered by the spray. The
r.ozzle ,ms held in the position in ,nlich it would be used in practice.
~;,lC spray patterns obtained are given in f'ig. 3.

The mass median drop size of the sprays was calculated from the
number and size of stains produced by the drops of dyed agent collected
on smooth absorbent paperv- The diameters of stains were corrected to
true drop diameter from a graph of the relationship, between the diameter
of the stain and of the drop producing it. Single drops of known size
were produced by a micro-burette.

Th~ total rate of flow, measured by collecting the amount of agent
delivered in a given time, when divided by the area of the spray pattern,
gave the' mean rate of flow per unit area. '

The pressure at the nozzle \7aS adjusted to the required'value by
adjustment of the reservoir pressure. With the proprietary cone i sprcy
nozzle, when it was used as recommended by the manufacturers at a tank

'pressure of 100,lb/in2 the nozzle pressure was 35 lb/in2•

Containers and delivery hose

The containers for the agent were steel or copper vessels, those
used in the preliminary and medium-scale trials containing about 2 pint.s,
and 2 g!7llons, and those for the Large-acsd,e trials 12 gallons of agent,
The hose lines were of flexible bronze tubing for the smaller-scale
+'rials and of reinforced tubing of chlorobromomethane-resistant rubber
for the large-scale trials., In the medium and large-scale trials the
experimental nozzles were connected to the hose line by 6 ft long
applicators incorporating a control cock and a filter, but the proprietary
cone spray nozzle, was connected directly to the hose line. The agent
containers in the smaller-scale trials were pressurised by an air
comP.I'essor and a pressure reservoir, and in the large-scale trials by
either this system or by a small nitrogen qylinder, the dead space in
the tank, about half its VOlume, acting as the pressure reservoir.

RE&'ULTS AND DISCUSSION

Preliminary trials

In order to conserve the chlorobromomethane, carbon tetrachloride
was used as the extinguishing agent in these trials.

Effect of tyPe of nozzle - Trials were made with a~ 11 in. diameter
, fire of petrol floating on water, the agent being applied at a nozzle

pressure of 30 Ib/in2, and three types of nozzles wez-e examined.
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:b'igures 1a and 1b show the relationSl).iPs between delivery' rate, quantity II
of agent used for extinction, and extinction time for different nozzles. ,

, I ' ,I,
Fd.gure 1a shows that as the delivery rate was increased, the quarrt.i,ty'

of agent used for extinction decreased with cone and flat sprays, h.,~
inoreased with plain jet nozzles. Figure 1b shows that, ,ath all of t~0

nozzles, the extinction time was dec~eased as the delivery rate ino~8~sed.
The effect was however more marked ,v:iJth the cone and flat sprays t.r.e.~,",

with the plain jets. ,I
The tri~ls showed that flat spray nozzles were superior to the oone

sprays and the plain jets end subeequerit tests were mille Oi):liJ- with f'Lab Sl"r',\y's
produced by one jet impinging on a m~tal plate. These are referred t o
as fan sprays in arder to distinguish them from other' flat sprays
produced by ,two impinging jets, or a~ described later, by batswing gas
bur-ner-a, ' I ' ,

In these experiments the impinging jet spray was difficult to
mv.Jntain because of the necessity to ~e-align the nozzles when they "ere
changed, The subsequent experiments ~iere therefore made with the simpler
fun spray., .: .. I .. ,
Effect of rate of delivery - The effept~ of delivery rate were examined
with fan sprays on fires of 11 in." 14 in. and 2lt in. diameter ,'ath
petrol floating on water. The ratiosl of the areas 'of these fires were
1 : 1·6 : 4·8. The results are shovrn in Figure 2a. The small 2 pint
agent vessel used for these trials did not contain sufficient carbon ,
tetrachloride 'for complete extinction! of the 24 in. fires at delivery
rates of 0·1 and 0'18 gal/min. Suffipient control was obtained, however,
before the supply ,of agent was exhausted, to permit a rough estimate to
be made of the probable time for extihction. The estimated curve for
the 24 in. fire is shovm as a dotted iine.

The curves show that increase in delivery rate decreased the
extinction time, but the relationship was not linear. Below a certain
rate there was no extinction, and very great increases in rate were
necessary to achieve extinctions in less, than 5 to 10 seco~ds.

Effect of size of fire - The relltion between the size' of fire and :
extinction time is shown in Figure 2bl With any given rate of flow th8 '
extinction time' increased with the size of the fire, and the average
ratios of extinction times were great~r than the ratios of the areas of
the fires.' The reason for this appeated to be related to the pattern
of the spray and will be discussed later in this report. '

Th~ p~eliminary eXperiments showld that ~n order to obtain results
which could' be related to practical cbnditions it would be necessary to
:i.ncrease the sizes of the fires and e,g,eriments wer-e therefore made
with 24 in. and 48 in. diameter fires.1 A 48 in. diameter fire was the
largest that could be accommodated onlthe site available.

Effect of water layer - It was found in the early ..trials where
water was used that some of the agent Iwas rendered ineffective because
it pas~ed through the layer of burning, petrol and sank beneath the water.

Medium-scale trials. 24 in. and 48 iJ. fires .

Because of the effects produced Jy floating petrol on water , the
medium-scale trials were made. with petrol alone.

Fan spr;y nozzles - The results ale given in Table 2. Both
Icarbon tetrachloride and' chlorobromomcthane were,used.

.l

.'

' ..

..
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TABLE 2 '

I .'"drop size and nreaaure , on extinction timeThe effect of rate of fl0i1,
~ . !

.: F.' .

. . ,
.. c ; -

r,
,i I. FTesaure,

30
,

6014"in. -2· 30 60.,
, I

SIZE Nozzle :
1/16 3/32 , 1 1/16 3/32 3/64 3/64" bore in. If

of. .AGF:lT ,

. FIRE Drop aize 0,25 . 0.32 1.0 0.21 0.23 0.31 0.29
" mm ,

Ii
No. of 1 2 1 2 1 1 ! 2 1 2 2 2nozzles

-

Rate of' flow:
0.37 0.73 0.67 1.33 0.49 0.98 0.94 1.87 0.37 0.52

.' \l gal./Jriin.
. ,

ril,
Extinction~, , ,

,

II
time 143 68 52 7 63 29 65 3 65 4,'., . sec. . ,, .

Volume of
e-< agent used : 0.881 0.828. 0.561 -0.155 ,0.514. O.J.73 1.019 0.094 0,401 0.035

Hal.
.~ "

' '

,2,ft. diameter -.rind speed KH H H H Ii Ii Ii H Ii Ii

).14 sq.ft. ~ Rate of flow I

I gal./min. 0.32 O. /OJ. 0.58 1.16 0.43 0.86 0.82 1.63 0.32 0.45
, ,

Extinction ,

!ii time 23 3 33 8 6 14 9 16 32 6.
~, sec.

I Volume 'of
agent used 0.123 0.032 0.319 0.154 0.043 0.201 0.123 0.434 0.170 0.045

gal.
. Wind speed , H L H H ; L H L H Ii H.'

" :
"

. ,
- _. - . .

Rate of flow, - . . - -' - .. -

, gal/min. 0.32 0.64 0.58 1.16 1.16· 0.43 0.e6 0.82 1.63 0.32 0.45

I .
~tinct'ion

,
4 ft. diameter

time 62 16 62 13 8 52 8 7 8 96 94,

I(12.56 sq.ft. axea) sec.

I
Volume of'

,
agent used 0.331 0.171 0,599 0.251 10. 1$ 0.373 0.115 0.096 0.217 0.512 0.705

gal•

•
. jl Wind speed : H H H H H L H L 'L H H
~

!

I

.~ indicatesw1nd apeeds greater than 7 m.p.h.
and L indicates winds baloVl this speed.

~-----------------'--------
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Nozzles of 3/64 in" 1/16 in. and 3/32 in. bore were used at 30
and 60 Ib/in; pressure. The rarge of dr.op sizes was between.0.21 mm
and 0·31 mm diameter. The rates of flow were between 0·37 and
1·87 gal/min for carbon tetrachlorid~, and 0·32 and 1.63 gal/min for
chlorobromomethane. A i in. bore nozzle was also used at 30 Ib/in2•
This gave a drop size of about i mm diameter, and its 'delivery rat~ W~~

1·16 gal/min of chlorobrcunomethane.

mect of rote of deliver]"; 7lhen the delivery rate was increased
either by increasing the number or bore of the nozzles, or by incrA0.l'"L".'1

. the pressure, the' extinction times on the 24 in. fires were, on th0
whole, decreased .Iith both carbon tetrachloride 'and chl.or-obr-omomethan«,
The effects were more marked in the tests .lith carbon tetrachloride,
than with chlorobromomethane.

The 48 in fire VISS not extinguished with carbon tetrachloride,
In tests with )/32 in. bore nozzles, the fire was often swept from th~
f.,cay, but while the persistent fire beyond the tray was being at t acked
::.1; flashed back and re-ignited the petrol in the tray. Elctinct ions
':3re obtained in all the trials rlith 48 in. fires when chlorobromome
thane was used, the effect of delivery rate on extinction being siu1ilar
to that observed for the 24 in. fire with carbon tetrachloride,

Effect of drop size - The effect of drop size can be seen by .
comparin~ the results of tests at the same pressure of 2 x 3/64 in.
and 1 x /16 in., of 2 x 1/16 in. and 1 x 3/32 in., and of 2 x 3/32 in.
and 1 x i in. nozzles, It did not appear that the drop size, in the
range used in these experiments, produced any significant differences I

of extinction time.

The effect of vlind - During the trials it was observed that t he
behaviour of the fires varied with the vrind speed. . At low speeds the
flames rose straight up but as the speed increased the plume of flames
was bent towards the ground, At this stage hot petrol vapour was .
carried forward along the ground and it burned at some distance away,
With a 4 ft tra:J: and 10 m.p.h. wind this distance was about 6 ft.

Elctinction times wer-e longer in higher wind speeds. Dur:br.: ttl'}
experiments air "r,s entrrrdned vd.th the spruy and was ce.rrieil into
the fire. The amount of entrained air was greatest Hitn nigh rates'
of delivery·at high pressures, the effect was seen as an intensifie~tij~
of the fire along the line where the "pray met the flames.

In these experiments the effects of Hind and entrained air were
not sufficient to prevent extinction, but the results of some experi
ments .lith batswing burner nozzles showed that they may affect extinc
It~on times.

~ffect of size of fire

Comparing the extinctions vii th chlorobromomethane on the 2 ft,
and 4 ft, diameter trays, the extinction times were, generally,
increased. The ratio of extinction times for the two sizes of fire
was similar to the ratios of the diameters of' the fires. This point
is discussed later in this report.

Comparison of carbon tetrachloride and chlorobromomethane

Table 2 gives the quanti ties of agent used and the times of
extin~tion on 2 ft, and 4 ft. trays,

The 4 ft. fire was extinguished at all rates of delivery with
chlorobromomethane but in no, case vlith carbon tetrachloride. On the
2 ft. fires chlorobromomethane was,' about,·three times better than'

. carbon tetrachloride whether the criterion VTaS time of extinction or
on quantity of agent used. .

"



Suray pattern

The experiments shotred the importance of the spray pattern and
the necessity for covering as wide 'an area as possible. Measurements

Iwere made of the spray patterns prciduced by the nozzles used. These
patterns are shown in }'igure 3. It was seen that the superior
performance of the 3/32 in. nozzle either alone or as a pair could be
related to the spray pattern as it gave a wider spray than the other
noz.al.es ,

Spray applicators were therefqre constructed from bats\v.ing gas
burner-s arranged as in Figure 5. The spray pattern is given in
Figure 3.

Batswing burner nozzles

The batswing burner nozzles produced a thinner plate of spray
t han the flat impinging jet sprays land fan spray nozzles, and thus
covered a larger area. for a given rate of flow. The delivery rate of
·t",,, agent could be varied either by varying the nozzle pressure, or by
v~,ying the burner size. A few trials were made on the effect on
extinction of varying the delivery Irate of chlorobromomethane on a
48 in. diameter petrol fire. The delivery rate was varied in one
series by varying the nozzle pressJye of a three btcrner applicator
fitted with size No. 4 burnerS, an4 in another series the burner size
was varied and the pressure maintained at 60 Ib/in. 2. The agent was
applied for a maximum time of 1 minube, 'I'he results of the trials are
given in Table 3 and the data are plotted in ~'igure 6.

I
Table 3

The effect of nozzle c;~racteristibs on extinction time and Quantity
of agent used. 4 ft. diameter petrol fires attacked with chIarobro
momethane after 15 seconds preburll,l Applieator with 3 burner-s on 1120

arc of 3:i1:1 in. radius .
(except tests No. 2 and No.3)

I

.,,
;

I,
I

I
I
I

i
I

7 in. radius circle
II II It

I
on 1120 arc of
II II .11 II

3£Mean of two tests
~3 burners arranged
p7 11 "

tMean of four tests.

-- ,
. I ICharacteristics of nozzles I

I :
I

I
, ISpray pattern Delivery

IQuo"" a... I· rate """' .........,:...

ResuH Wi..'1d E:?t~:,.:•.}o-·; or"
NO.1 : DgP""speed Burner Nozzle

Lateral I I I -c~~':"'~.1 i • IJ, l'

I ~ressLJr'e ThrO\l Area Gal/ Total t ir:08 used

II spread sq.ft./
,

Lbj:in. 2
min.

, ru.p.n, Size No. ft. ft. sq. ft. gal./min. sec. pints
I

I : .-
13£1 J
2±1

4 000 60 4·5
I

14·6 0·012 0·18 Not extingui.sheiJ.
2 000 60 6 3 14' 7 0.012 0·18 II "

3PI, ' 2 000 60 6 3 14· 7 0.029 0'42 11 0.62
4 2 00 60 5

~I
17·5 0.021 0·36 20 0'96

5 1 0 60 6 26'3 0.021 o- 54 13 o- 9!~.

6 2t 1 60 6

I
4'1 20·1 ' 0.034 o- 69 12 0'55

7 3 2 60 6 26' 3 o- 033 0·87 8 0'94s;E, 5
, 9 4 60 10 515 50 0·025 1·26 3 0'50

9 1 9 4 30 § I
4!·9 38 0'025 0·90 4 0'48

o I 9 4 4 4J 30 0·011 0'32 6 Ie. ,6'; I l ~
2

11 I 31.5
~1,

0·010 o- 21 8 l" , ~
2 60 ti' 0.031 1· 7 - 5 .. ;:::;

1 I .

.,

I
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~1ind ~~, PA1'TEJ:iN . Extinction lVolu:ne o£
.\

Dinieftsione' Volu»te Q'
ft petrol: .."s,

gAl.

'Conditions '!Pteburn
-

"-:;:tillt-

Nozsle
pressure
lb/in.2

'vi. :e.. jag<;nt U8eC ,
All t.ires at~ed 1I1-t~

aces gal the \l1n4. fill tri\Y t'~''3

attacked along 'dia~onale.

Etu!lY progrese1ve extinot:l.O!t,
atter first extinguishing
tl~e· at'ou~erd well nf
tank.

Extinction made by .
~e;perienced oPer~iqr

",given ,verb~' instruotion
, :'just be~ore attacking fire.
. . ~ . .

: "
:.Attack ,!I'1l1d;a diffiCult by
limited area covereti by
spr83'. ,~tlnat1()l1-.finally
achieved' r.n: 1nl.Y by dilution.

- Attnckoo. for about 1 minute
, ,but cbver" "insufficient to

exting1.~h., altholigh flwles
largely~ £rom :petrol.

- Comment as'Test 4

0.65

0·7 Caminent as for large-be.tswing
above. (Test. 1) '",_,

. ~

,. J

12.()

No extinotiox

8

,
, r

'. ~

I B.

. . .
~

16

16

,
10 - ~5~.5 : No ext1n~1Q!l'

"
c,

3-4.10.'028

0·028

.0..02660

55

60.II"II

n

2 small bat swing burner
.(3 .noazLes each)

Large ,batawing burner
(7 n~zle8)

LSll1aU batSwing burner
(3 nozz~~)

o•-..0

22

22·

'. 22

1)22. ;

I't

II

••n

II

....

n

n

It It' !'

11

Petrol on ""at~

.. ..

25

25

<~5:"

-.

10 x 10

10.x 10

10 x 10 *

10 x 10

10 x 19 '"

.10 x 10

2

5

6

1

, .. , .,

7 to x'10 • IT II u 22 15·8 Lar~' ba~B'J~ burner 16 8,' 20 F1remored1tfioult ·to
ext1ngU1sl1' -than etU"iier ones
dtre to' high "iD4:.
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The drop size from the batswing burners was not measured because it
was below the range of the method' avaf.Lab.le, The drops however seemed'
much smaller than O· 2 mm diameter.

Effect of rate of delivery - r.I'Dc m.irumum rate of f'Low for e~~·t~_;1,~iio~1
ii1 ·':.h" trials vlith the 110. 4 burner 8Ild variation of pressure was somewhat;
l'3;J:' than O· 010 gal./sq. ft./min. when 'eh" pressure Has low (Figure 6
eel!.'V," A), and was between 0.012 and 0-021 gal./sq.ft./min. when the
p:~':s"ure was 60 1b./in. 2 and the burner size ,Vla~ varied (j<'igure 6 Curve·:8;.

Yfhen the fire was not extinguished (Tests 1 and 2 Table 3) the tray
fire was cleared rapidly, but the fire beyond. could not be extinguished Ln
s,,:.te of the lateral spread being sufficient to cover the fire. A Sihlilp:o'
ef'iec t was observed with a tes~ made using carbon tetrachloride at 0.029
ga1./s.q.ft./min. at 60 Ib./in. • Thus it wouLd 'appear that a rate of
0-029 ga1./sq.ft./mih. was insufficient to produce extinction.

. In Test ]\)0.11 with O' 010 gal./coq. ft./rrd.n. of chfor-obr-omomc'bhane a'c
~ ::",)./in. 2 the fire was extinguished in S seconds. The different bebavi.out
i~: ~"~:~ts 1 and 2, and Test 11 i's possi"l,:' flue to the effect of en trc1;Lned
""1-'0',. ,,!hich wouId be more at the higher lOreo,ssure. This point is dd.acuased
':0";"'" "hen the mechanism of ext:j.nction is consa der-ed ,

The batswing nozzles were 'more "ffl'cient than the fan spray nozzles,
ie, that the fires could be extinguished j,r:> 9, charter time, with ~he use of
Lees agent (c. f. Tables 2 and 3). The, batsl'dng burner appiicators "JOre\
used in large-scale trials (Table 4). Although the results given in
Table 3 are few ill number, there were sufficient to indicate that thc
minimum rate'of delivery necessary for ,extinction was sufficiently below
the rate it was proposed to use, and that an adequate margin was available
to allow for variations in the intensity of the fire,

In order to establish firmly the minimum conditions required for
extinction it would be necessary to carry out a much more extensiv8 series
of experiments.

Large-scale trials

A series of tests on 10 ft. square petrol fires and petrol fires
involving aircraft was made at the Royal Air Porce Station, Kenley, H":1d
comparisons were made of batswing burner applicators and proprietary
cone spray nozzles. The results are given in Table 4.

Trials v~th open fires - Tests with the 10 ft. sq. fires on water
were made on different days with different wind conditions. The fir8f.
series was made with winds between 6 and 8~ m.p.h., on the second. d',y
'~jl" Hind speed varied between 9 and 16 m,p, h. One small batsvling ,
applicator using 1'77 gal. agent did not, extinguish the fire, but whh.
two applicators it was extinguished in 11 seconds with 0·65 gallons.
One large applicator extinguished the fire. in an average of 11 seconds
"i:,th O' 62 gallons in the low wind, and in 20 seconds using 1· 44 gallons
in the high wind. Different arrangements of batswing burner-s were used"
in the first and second tests. '

The Mk. I cone spray extinguished the fire in 39 seconds usang
3'9 gallons in the low Wind, and the ],llc: II spray in the high wind
extinguished the fire in 38 seconds using 3·8 gallons. After these
extinctions the fires were difficult to re-ignite. It was noticed
that the cone sprays'moved the floating pscro1 across the surface of,
the water, and the extinctions 'were thus due partly to this clearance
of the fire area. The effect is shown in Plate 1 taken from the bin~
re c ord of the trials. The result of one test (nc, 8) made with the
}llc. II nozzle was disregarded as it was found that insufficient fuel
had been used.
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1'he fires on the sanded areas wJre less intense thll.n when the fuel
burned from a free surface, and extirtction was much easier. 1'he flat
spray extinguished the fire in 8 sec6nds with 0.6 gallons of agent and
the cone spray in 14 seconds with i 'l~ gallons. The difference between
extinction times for the flat spray dnd tIle cone nozzle are less than
for petrol on Hater fires. This was :probc~bly because the times were
of a: similar order to the mirrimum times t aken to traverse the area with
the nozzle. More agent \,as used by the cone s?ray than by the batswing
applicator. .

The direction of the 'Qnd in a!] of the tests vath open fires Has
diagonal' to the side of the bund and Isince the e.ttacks were made down
wi.nd, the maximum width to be controlll.ed was about 'J4 ft.

The extinction of a petrol fire lay be achieved by ~dding sufficient
agent as vapour to the flame zone, o~ by diluting the petrol with agent
so that the vapour evolved is not flanunable. 'Uhen 10 ft. square fire"
of petrol on water 0ere extinguished iWith the commercial cone nozzle the
petrol was difficult to re-ignite and it is considered that these
extinctions occurred largely by dilution of petrol by the agent. Tllis
conclusion is supported by the simildrity in extinction times under
differing ,"ind conditions, since ear]ier trials had sho,vn that a high
gusty wind adversely affected extinctions occurring principally in the
vapour phase. . I

Trials 'ath aircraft - 1'vro trials "ere made Hith the aircraft
in winds of 9 and 12 m.p.h. In thesJ trials the fire ,ras considered
to by extinguished when it wou'Ld 11D.v~ been s af'e for rescue personnel
to have reached the cockpit. &aall fires of hydraulic liquid and hose
conne~tions persisted after the tnainlfire had been extinguished. '

'l'he first test was made ,ath proprietary cone sprays. The attack
was started with one spray end c. sec6nd IlD.S used at 15 seconds. At
39 seconds the fire appeared to be e,(tingu~shed, but it re-ignited
from a fire concealed unde~ the engirye bu~(head. Both nozzles were
used to attack the re-ignition. Extinction was considered complete at
55 seconds, although there was s till 18. small fire behind the bulkhead
and inside the engine compartment Ilhich was extinguished much later
with water. ' 9'5 gallons of agent wefe used. 'I'he appearance of the
fire just before attacking is shown in Pl~te 2.

During tl;e extanccaon of the pJsistent fire in the previous test'
the area surrounding the aircraft became flooded with water and also,
the fuselage was damaged. '[hen petr61 for the second fire was applied
it floated on the water and produced a fire about 12 ft. wide and 16
to'20 ft. long. The flames extended well do,rn the fuselage and aver
half the aircraft was involved. The second fire was .therefore more
intense and extensive than the first fire (Plate 3). It was ,attacked
for 22 seconds wi, th one large flat spray and then a second spray was
used. The fire was finally e:x;tinguished at 47 seconds and approximately
5 gallons of agent were ~ed.

more intense than in the previousBoth of the aircraft fires w~re
trials with aircraft at Ken.Ley (1).

I

i
I

I
I

I

1 In the present series of trials the tHO operators worked, side by
I 'side so as to cover as wide an area as possible, and as far as they

,I could, advanced together. The attaclt Has made low down and as near
! Ito the ground as possible. \~len the are&'fire,had been substantially

cleared, the fire from the running p~trol was attacked by one man,
and the pair then advanc~d again until the fire Has extinguished.
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Relat~ve performance of nozzles
....

The'batsrring nozzles used less agent and extingufshed the Dires,
whether on flat surfaces as on water, or dmnp ·sancl,or whether
obstructions such as an aircraft were :prescnt, in a shorter time :than
the proprietary cone nozzle.

DEC01ll~SITION rnODUCTS

\7.hen either cal~bon tetrachloride or chlorobromomethane was applied
to ,the fires the volume of smoke was increased and the smoke became very
acrid. The smoke and fumes wer-e denser wi t.h longer. periods of attack.
~amples of the vapours and fumes were taken from three fires on which.
/1~ in. fan spray nozzles were used. ~he sampling apparatus was a

{ in.-bore copper tube, conEected by a short length of rubber tubing to
a 5 litre vessel. Ten seconds after the application of agent to the
firc'; the open end of the tube was held in the smoke 5 ft. on the Lee
side of the tr-ay and 5 ft. above the ground , and the fumes were· dravm
through the vessel at about 30 litres/min. The sample was taken for
10 seconds and so represented Ian average composition aver a ten second
period. The analyses are given an Table 5. .

Analyses of decomposition products from petrol fires

I

Undecomposed
agent-

Acid
gases

Analysis (per cent)
by volwne I

I

gal./nIin. ft.

: j

I i
I I

, JType I Rate Diameter
. I -of of of f----~--------t

spray Idelivery fire
Agent··

Carbon totra
chloride

II If

Chlorobromo
methane i

II

o- 32 2

2
4

I
I·

0·043

O· 21.+1t.
0:015

0·0029

0.0095
i 0-0015

- j

'I'he amounts of acid gases found both with carbon tetr.achloride and
chlorobromomethane were of a sirralar arder to the concentrations found
with chl:o~obromomethane in the cockpit of the aircraf't &.t _the Kenl,ey
trials. ,·1). They wer-e ,higher wi th carbon tetrachloride than witl1
chlorobromomethane.

Carbon dioxide carbon monoxide and oxygen wer-e measured in two
tests (Nos. 1 and 2) but the amounts of carbon dioxide and carbon
monoxide found were very low, .( 0·.1 and O' 7 per cent CO2 and··O· 1 and
0·2 per cent.CO) and the oxygen was not .depleted to a hazardous
extent (20·4.and 19·5 per cent 02)~-

. ,

As with-the earlier Kenley trials, the main clanger ~ould be.from
hydrogen halide gases. The concentrations could not be considered
innocuous except·for very short exposure periods, and in Test 2 with'
carbon tetrachloride they ~ere lethal for nhort' periods ·of exposUre •.

.The figures given should be treated 'I7ith caution since the, .
analyses are of samples taken over a relatively short period at .one
particular point. .
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General discussion

: r .
The mode of extinction - As already mentioned when discussing the

effect of wind, hot petrol vapour wasl carried along the ground and
produced a fire extending some distarice from the tray and down wind.
The first' operation was to cLear- the itray of flame, and the next was
to project the agent across the tray and on to the extended .fire area
to prevent flashing bacle (Plate 4 ~n~ Platc 5).

The first operation' was made in la very short time for both 24 in.
and 48 in. fires, but the second opelhtion took longer. The times for
both operations were longer at highe~.vdnd speeds. Similar effects
were observed with the 10 ft, square ,fires.

There i'las thus a minimum time iJ which extinction could be produced
in one sequence of operations, and this time, in the experiJilents on
24 in. and 48 in. fires VlD,S becween 3: and 10 seconds depending on the
weather. With a gusty w~nd, or with one Vlhich veered rapidly, the fire
in'the extended area was more liable ito flash back and re-ignite the
petrol in the tray, and the whole sequence of operations had to be
performed again. I

It is considered that Hith the 2 ft. fire the' extinctions with
I chlorobromomcthane were all made in dr near the miniJilurn time and that

variations of extinction time were influenced more by cllanges of Heather
than by changes of delivery rate, an~ th~ rates used were therefore
sufficient to produce an extinction uhder all weather conditions.

Mechanism of'extinction

Relative efficiency of chlorobromomethane and carhon tetrc£.li!:oride 
The average superioritJ7 of chlorobromomethane over carten tetrachloride
in the fan spray trials on the 24, in.1 diameter fire was three tiJiles.
On the 48 in. fires chlorobromomethnne at 0·012 gal./sq.ft./min. and
carbon tetrachloride'at 0·029 gal./s~.ft./min. both failed to produce
complete extinction although the flames were cleared from the tray.
These rates of flow are in a similar !ratio, 2,4, to the ratio of the
superiority of chlorobromomethane ov~r carbon tetrachloride when
extinctions Here achieved.

This "dmpr-ovement factor" of 3 is greater than would be expected
from considerations of the peak valu~s of the agents which are 6'35, ,
per cent for chlorobromomethane Dnd 9.9 per cent for carbon tetrachlor~de,'

the ratio between wh.i ch is about 1· 5.1 The difference between che ratios
of t- 5 and 3 may be explained by considering the condi t Lcns in which the
agents operate. I' ,

Richness of pe~rol!air mixture - The atmosphere immediately above
the surface of petrol is rich in fue], and vdll burn only when induced
air' has reduced it to the upper limit', Further away in the extended
area, although weaker, it is still rfch as is shown by the smoky flame.

I ' ' '
The effects of chlorobromomethane and cDrbon tetrachloride on the

flammable limits of n-hexane, (a combustible similar to petrol) are
shown in Figure 4. The addition, of d. .5 per cent 'of agent reduces the
upper limit of hexane from 6.7 per c~nt to 5.0 per cent with
chlorobromomethane but only to'6'5 p~r cent with cr~bon tetrachloride,
and in order to reduce the limit to 5.0 per cent it would be necessary
to add, 5· 2 per cent carbon tctrachlo:Ade; also, with either of the
agerrts the change of the Lover: limit I'dth a small addition of' agent is
negligible. The marked superiority of, chlorobromomothane may be due
to the low concentration required,to ~cduce 0. rioh mixture to an inert
condition.
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It would also appear that the agent is applied with the-greatest
advantage just above the liquid surface to that part of the flame
closest to the rich non-flammable vapour zone so as to maintain the
vapours in a non-flammable condition even when air is diffusing into
them.

Air entrainment - It is vrell known that the droplets of a spray
entrain air during their passage, the amount entraiped depending upon
the velocity, "hich is related to the noz zile pressure. If much air
were entrained, the flammable mixture could be diluted to such an ext8nt
that the composition of the combustible/air/agent mixture would be
brought to a position where the effectiveness of the agent was low.
The same effect would be produced by a high wind.

The inability to achieve extinction in Tests 1 and 2 - Table 3
may well have been due to the entrained air having diluted the petrol!
air mixture to a point where the existing concentration of agent vapour
was not capable of producing a non-flammable mixture. , -

The spray of agent should therefore be delivered at a pressure as
low as possible commensurate v~th the retention of other necessary
attributes.

Efficiency of flat spray - The investigation has shovm that a flat
spray produced by any suitable method is superior to any of the cone
sprays examined. Consideration of' the mechanism believed to operate
indicates that its superiority is due to it concentrating the agent
in that part of the fire where it is more effective, whereas the cone
spray, by reason of its vertical spread is not so economicalof' agent.

There appears to be a minimum requirement of' chlorobromomethane,
which in these trials, was of the order of 0'01 gal./ft. 2/1un. but this
low rate of delivery would be insufficient to allow for variations
such as could be introduced for instance by weather conditions, and the
rate of 0'034 gal./sq.ft./min. used on the 10 ft. sq. 'fires and the
aircraft fire allows a re~sonable margin.

In addition to a minimum rate per unit of area, the lateral spread
must be commensurate with the size of the fire and should be greater
than the width of the fire.

Decomposition products

The gases from the fires contained appreciable quantities of
hydrogen halides and the concentration could not be considered innocuous
except for very short exposure periods.

General observations on the use of chlorobromomethane

Chlorobromomethane has a high degree of solvent action on materials
such as rubber, grease and some plastics. Some difficulty was exPerienced
v~th the apparatus using it. Rubber gaskets and jointing washer-s could
not be used, nor was it possible to use ordinary jointing compounds for.
pipe joints since all were attaqked rapidly and dissolved. Flexible
metal delivery tubing was used where possible and joints were made with
cellulose/aluminium lacquer or with shellac.

It was found that scale and rust from steel or iron was loosened
and detached by the chlorobromomethane arl it was therefore necessary
to use filters to prevent the nozzles from becoming bloclced.. ,
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CONCLUSIONS

The results of the experiments 01 the application of chlorobromomethane
to petrol fires showed that flat spra.ys were superior to either cone sprays
or plain jets, and that the lateral spr-ead of the spray should be widel' than
the fire. An applicator made from batswing burners, which produced a very
thin flat spray, was economical viith ihe agent and gave short extinction
t unes, . I

I \~~en the lateral spread was 'sufficient, the nrinimum r~te of d0l~ve~

, of agent appeared to be of the order 6f 0·010 gal./sq.ft./min. but it is
:1 suggested that the rate for practical Iapplication should be higher in
order to provide a scf'ety marg.in, A petrol fire involving an aircra:i't
vras extinguished with two applicators leach ,",ith a lateral spr-ead of 16 ft.
and a delivery. of 0·034 gnl./sq.ft./min. of chlorobromomethQne.

The nozzle pressure should be asllow as possible in or~er to reduce
. the amount of air entrained with the spray.

: Chiorobromomethane was ~uch .super11ior to carbon tctrachloride and
:, it is considered that the supe:dority is due to the effect of sma.Ll,
I,additions to rich mixtures. Prom this it is c.-nc.Luded that chlorobromo
methane is'most effective when applied 1m, dO\1l1 at the base of the flames.

'rhe decomposition products from Lme fires were analysed, and the
concentrations of hydrogen halides coJld not be considered innocuous
except for very short exposure period~.

Chlorobromomethane has a'hig~ deJree of solvent action on many
organic materials, and also appears ~o loosen scale or rust from steel

.components. Care is therefore necess~y in the selection of materials
',',for gaskets and washer-a and filters should be provided to prevent nozzles
'Ibecoming blocked.
I .
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APPEl"DIX

Specification of cht~robromomethane

M:i;nistry of SupDJ;L.-.!2l'ecificat~onfor chlorobromomethane. 12th A'.1gust, 122r.

Formul,a
Synonyms
Physical form
Typical analysis

Constants (of pure ,C.B.)

C110ClLr
c;

Bromochloromethane, C. B.
Colourless volatile liquid
Cont sd.ns at Leas t 80 per cent
chlorobromomethane, the recid",;"
being a variable mixture of methylene
chloride and methylene bromide.
Boiling range 60-350C
Specific gravity 1.88-2.00
~ater content 0.1 per cent
Molecular ITeight 129'4 ,
j!ielting point below -70°0
Boiling II 6rC @ 760 nnn Hg
Densi ty d2§ 1· 93.

United States fur ~'orce Specification ilo.hDl-p-4324-A

Characteristics - clear colorless liquid v~th a sweet odour
Boiling range @ 760 fIlm/Hg 5/95 per cent 66-68oC

,breezing point . below-65°C
Specific gravity 25°0 1'910/1'940

25°0,
Ib./ga.l. 25°0
Flash point
Pire "
Mol weight
Solubility per 100 gm ITater 2500
Solubility in common organic solvents
Cloud point (moisture)

15'98
Ilone

II

'129'4
2.4 gm

infinite
be Low 3°0.
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BATSW1NG BURNER NOZZLES

7 Branch Botswin.9 nozzle
3 N~ 7 and 4 N~ 4: - 7,4,4,7,4.4,7.

3 Branch Botswing nozzle
3' NC? 4

CONE SPRAY NOZZLES

~
Cone spray
nozzle N~ I

Cone spray
nczzle NC? 2

Cone" spray
nozzle N~ 4

proprie:tary cone spray
nozzle pcttern at 3Slb/in~

FAN SPRAY NOZZLES

I "
I xi nozzle

3'1
2x 32 nozzle

3 " I II

I x 32·nozzle 2 x 16 nozzle
I II

I X 16 nozzle -

3 "
2X64 nozzle

3"
I x64 nozzle

I "
2 X 32 nozzle

I "
1)(32 nozzle

f7/B
~~

. 2
Spray pattern at 30 Ibl in,

Spray pattern at 60 Ibl in~

I
Sco Ie ~ ~ 4 in. a I ft

FIG. 3. SPRAY PATTERNS PRODUCED &Y BATSWING, CONE
AND FAN SPRAY NOZZLES.
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, Mov~m~nt, caused by cone spray. of
petrol floating on wat~r in 10ft. sq.bund..

PLATE I.
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Aircraft fire immediately before ottock with cone spray nozzles.

PLATE 2.

Aircroft fire immediotely before ottock with botswing burner nozzles.

PLATE 3.
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Mode of IZxtinctionwith flat sprays. 48in. diamlZtlZr petrol firlZ.·

First staglZ. Finz cleared from tray.

PLATE 4.

Mod« of extlnctlon with flat sprays. 48 in. dicrneter tlre.

second staglZ. Extinction' of fir« in extended orec.

PLATE 5.
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